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Sing Together—Apart

words and music by Bernadette R. Burns ©2020
drbearson@gmail.com

upbeat tempo

Don't give in to despair, 'cuz I am here and you are there. We are singing together apart. Songs of love, peace, and grace

I see the image of your face. Know whatever we are singing is from the heart.

Chorus

Sing Together—Apart. All our songs are from the heart. Sing Together—Apart. All our songs are from the heart. Sing Together—Apart. All our songs are from the heart. Sing Together—Apart is our song. Sing Together—Apart is our song. Sing Together—Apart is our song.
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Chorus

Sing Together—Apart. All our songs are from the heart. Sing Together—Apart. All our songs are from the heart. Sing Together—Apart. All our songs are from the heart. Sing Together—Apart is our song. Sing Together—Apart is our song. Sing Together—Apart is our song.
1) It's so hard when we depart, but we can always Sing Together Apart.

2) All around the world we start to sing together, Sing Together Apart.

1) It's so hard when we depart, but we can always Sing Together Apart.

2) All around the world we start to sing together, Sing Together Apart.

1) It's so hard when we depart, but we can always Sing Together Apart.

2) All around the world we start to sing together, Sing Together Apart.

1) It's so hard when we depart, but we can always Sing Together Apart.

2) All around the world we start to sing together, Sing Together Apart.